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Abstract

Large data acquisition and control systems have evolved
from early centralized computer systems to become multi-
processor, distributed systems. While the complexity of
these systems has increased our ability to reliably manage
ili'ir construction has not kept pace. Structured Analysis
and Real-time Structured Analysis have been used success-
full) to specify systems but. from a project management
viewpoint, both lead to different classes of problems during
implementation and maintenance.

Tin1 KAON Factory central control system study em-
ployed a uniform approach to requirements analysis and
a:clutectural design The methodology was based on well
e-taUislied object-oriented principles and was free of
ili- problems inherent in the older methodologies. The
methodology is presently being used to implement two sys-
t.m>at TRH'MI'

1 INTRODUCTION

\.\\'<i-riim-nts data acquisition system> and accelera-
i ! control system- ha\r fvoN.J from early centralized
\ \~ t ' i i i> t i . bfi-. :..•• d i s t r i b u t e d , mu l t I -p roces so r sys tems
• •in],UAmg large, complex databases, artificial-intelligence
-•ftw.-trf technique, and sophisticated direct manipulation
ii- r interfaces While the complexity of these systems has
ini>;i.-.d several orders of magnitude over the last two
t)' • a.V> our ability to reliably specify them and manage
ili- ir construction has not kept pace with the other tech-
nological gain*

i-'Xt basrd requirements specifications are known to be
UJM hulk) and hide ambiguities and omissions. To ad-
dress these concerns many graphical, model-based systems
development methodologies were created during the late
seventies along with software tools to support their use
on large projects. One of these popular techniques, called
Structured Analysis (SA) [1], has been used successfully
at CERN [2] and another. Real-lime Structured Analysis
(RT/SA) [3], has been used at TRIl'MF [4], Both suggest
the use of Structured Design [5] and structured program-
ming to complete the implementation.

II ANALYZING THE KAON FACTORY CONTROL
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The KAON Factory Project Definition Study [6] in-
cluded an investigation whose goal was to produce a pre-
liminary hardware and software design, and a cost estimate

for the control system. A contemporary object-oriented re-
quirements specification methodology [7] was chosen for
this study to avoid the perceived problems with tin- us.
of SA or RT/SA on large system development project*
The methodology embodies a uniform approach to require.
ments analysis, architectural design, detailed design ami
coding based on well established object-oriented principles

111. CRITICISMS OF STRUCTURED ANALYSIS

Structured Analysis followed by Structured Design has
been used extensively in the business domain, and mop re-
cently in particle physics experiments and accelerator ooii-
trol systems. It is a "top-down" approach to system design
that starts with the establishment of a Context Diagram. A
Context Diagram shows the system to be built (denoted by
a circle) communicating with other systems in its environ-
ment, called Terminators (denoted by boxes), by flows of
data (denoted by directed lines). The new system is viewed
as a single process capable of storing and transforming in-
formation in response to events in its environment

An analysis of the system proceeds by developing a sec-
ond diagram showing a decomposition, or refinement, c.f
the Context Diagram process into several "lower level" |
cesses, linked by data flows. The proposed lower level ] i. -
cesses are provided the same external inputs as shown on
the original Context Diagram and must produce the sain.
external outputs. The cooperative working of these LAV. i
level processes must achieve the same effect as the singlt
process shown on the Context Diagram for the propowil
decomposition to be acceptable. Further analysis work pro-
ceeds by recursively "refining" each process until thr an-
alyst feels a process can be described textually and ntv.ls
no further refinements.

Several major problems exist with using Structured
Analysis on a large project:

• It is "top down". Detailed analysis of low level pro-
cesses can only proceed after a "high-level" analysis of
the system has been completed. Processes remaining
to be refined obviously depend critically on refinement
decisions made at higher levels. Any major change,, i...
the high level process decomposition of a system may
invalidate the analysis of all processes below that lev. i

• Analysts can only be added to the project as tin1 num-
ber of refined processes increases.

• There is often no unique decompositions of a pro.-. "
into lower level processes. Analysts attempt to ap-
ply functional decomposition but there are a* many



understandings of the term "functional" as there are
analysts Thus, the "same" functionality observed by
two different analysts may be decomposed differently,
forever hiding the common features.

• At any point in the analysis of a new system it is not
clear how many more levels of decomposition will be
required.

• The behavior of a system is hidden "inside" process
specifications Changing the behavior of the system
may involve modifying several processes thai coordi-
nate their actions through stored data.

(Vintrol system engineers employing SA tend to pro-
'!ii'> refinements of the Context Diagram that are natu-
ralh object-oriented; associating one or more (behavior de-
t« running) processes and (property specifying) stores with
• ••i'"h Terminator [$].

IV CRITICISMS OF REAL-TIME STRITTI/RED

ANALYSIS

H>al-tim'' Structures Analysis [3] is an improvement over
v-!i-;iral SA from the perspective of managing a large
1'f-i'Vt Like SA. the methodology advocates creating a
( >-iiiexi Diagram for a new system firsl. The methodology
iInn requires one or more analysts to model the environ-
ment of the new system by finding and recording all events
in th*1 environment winch effect the system. The system's
!••-[.onsi.'S to each event must be planned and recorded
al'iiE with the event, as must the mode of behavior be-
f'.r" and after the occurrence of the event. These analysis
n-k- can !»• carried out h\ several analysts relatively 111-
•!• |..-ii'ientl\ of each uthcr and. as long as only one master
rwnt/RHS|.r.n>e List is maintained (which must also in-
i-lii.li' all e\i-nt synonyms) no duplication of requirements
will riccur

The behavior and process structure of the new system is
(in:ill> derived from the complete Event List by a process
-mnl.v to the derivation of a classical control system trans-
fer function from a complete specification of its inputs and
outputs a.s continuous functions of time. The designer ex-
amines ilif Event List and constructs Slate Transition Di-
.-unms (STDM. representing the behavior of the system at
r> laiive points in time No heuristics were originally given
i'.' cuide tins '"construction" process [:$].

I li'Tf are several major problems with the use of real-
iiniH systems analysis on a large project.

• Experience has shown that even with many analysis
working concurrently, it is unlikely they will discover
the complete Event List for a complex system - there
being no recommended approach to partitioning the
search for events nor for ensuring that all events are
discovered.

• The internal process structure of the new system de-
pends, in principle, on only the e' °nts discovered and

the responses planned. Thus, while it is possible for
several analysts to independently search for events and
plan system's responses, it is not feasible for them iu
independently create models of the systems internals.
Design work cannot start until the last event is dis-
covered .

• Similarly, in principle, it is not possible to predict the
amount of re-structuring of a system's internals re-
quired to accommodate the discovery of a single now
event. In practise, partitioning the Event List by Ter-
minators will limit the "propagation" of changes.

Well known approaches to using this methodology apply
an object-oriented partitioning of the "event spac" by fac-
toring the search for events by Terminators and associating
an STD with each terminator [7].

V. BENEFITS OF THE OBJECT-ORIENTED APPROACH

A contemporary object-oriented approach to *y>i.in
analysis and design was selected to mod^l requiroin.-ni<-
for the KAON Factory central control system [t'-ll] Tin-
approach directs system analysts to initially study th>- ap-
plication from the viewpoint of the users. For accel.-i ai •!
control systems the application domain includes opt ra'•••!•»
(one kind of user) controlling accelerators composed of iuh
sources, magnets, rf cavities, beam diagnostics, produc-
tion targets, vacuum equipment etc.; all working toward
the goal of accelerating and transporting different kml- of
beam from the ion source to one or more production targ'•:>
according to a schedule. Each device type or roiircptu.i!
entity (e.g. schedule) is considered to be an "object" fji
the purposes of this methodology and its role in the appli-
cation domain is. therefore, subject to an object-cm•:;!•••:
analysis (OOA).

Two analysis models are developed initial!} for each oi-
ject identified to be part of the application; a dynamic
model describing behavior and a statics model descri! uu
properties. The dynamics model, usually in the form of an
STD. represents the object's modes of behavior and tin-
allowed transitions between those modes. Converseh. tip
statics model of an object identifies both the prop>-rti'--
that are needed to completely describe it at any instant m
time and its relationships with other objects in the appli-
cation domain.

Models of KAON Factory sub-systems were created m
collaboration with sub-system engineers (experts) and val-
idated for quality control. For example, a beam line m >-
net may only be in one of the modes {OFF. RAMPING
UP. ON. RAMPING DOWN} at a time and no tran-
sitions are possible between ON and OFF states with-
out going through one of the ramping behaviors Simi-
larly, values for the two properties {MAGNETIC FIELD
TEMPERATURE} may be required by the control s>st--iu
at all times to ensure the magnet is operated correctly

In contrast to SA. the OOA approach is "bottom up'
The analysis of each identified object can. in principle, pro-
ceed in parallel once the goals of the control s\stem I w



tiren specified In fact, the development of an object's dy-
i.amic and static models can also proceed in parallel, sub-
i»vt to the availability of experts familiar with the object
[•ting investigated The two analyses of an object must
be reconciled: discussions concerning behavior illuminate
properties while discussions about the objects relationships
to other objects will involve discussions of behavior modes.

Unlike RT/SA. the levelled internal structure of an
object-oriented system is directly related to, and derived
from, the statics model, while the detailed (process model)
structure is derived from the dynamics models. Event re-
sponses appear explicitly in dynamics models, partitioned
according to the object causing the event. The structural
models art-, therefore, more stable to change and to the ad-
linion or removal of objects from the application domain.
Similarly, the list of events to which the control system
must respond is denied from an examination of all of the
dynamics models rather than searched for as in RT/SA.

Moth SA and RT/SA use Structured Design to cast their
• data-flow" specifications into a hierarchical form more
cisiK adapted to the "subroutine call" form required by
-tnii-tured programming. In contrast. OOA is best followed
ly Object-Oriented Design (OOD). In OOD the static and
dynamic models ftorn OOA are niapptrfonto similar mod-
• 1> of a design architecture (composed of processors, pro-
ces-es. inter-process flow and inter-processor flows, classes
ami message?- etc.). The nature and form of the design
UIHH> art unchanged as is the interpretation of the di-
acranung notation No leap of faith is required to pro-
diKi the design, unlike that required by practitioners of
i!,- "art" of Structured Design in going from data-flow di-
;i;rams to s'rurturr charts

1 In'- OOA/OOU tiiftli<".luiug\ particularly when fol-
I .«.-,! \'\ ceding in an ohjtrt-oriented language, incorpo-
r;.i--« th- l.e.-i features of the earlier SA or RT/SA meihod-
• -•1.•£!• •* namely graphical models, simple notation, imple-
i>i• Miation independence, etc. However, logic, the underly-
ing basis for OOA and OOD, pre-dates all other system de-
\el.-ipmrnt methodologies and provides a firm, well known
formal framework within which developers can work.

From a project management standpoint, relating the vol-
utu- of analysis and design work to be completed to the
number of objects discovered in the application domain is
,i u-eful m. trie for establishing the effort, and hence the
manpower, n-eded to complete the two phases This metric
i» determined early in the project, at the start of analysis
Similarly the completion of analysis and design models for
tach object serves as milestones in charting the progress of
the project

VI. CONTUSION

OOA and OOD have been presented as solutions to the
system development problems associated with the use of
tli- older technology SA or RT/SA methodologies In ad-
dition, the approach leads to a tetter factoring of devel-
opment effort and. therefore, to improved project manage-
ment due to the occurrence of natural units of work

The KAON Factory control system was desigm-d us-
ing these two contemporary object-oriented metliodolu-
gies and two projects are presently underway at TRll'Ml
to implement sub-system control systems using this sarm-
approach. Both systems will have object-oriented require-
ments specifications and be implemented using the C lan-
guage running under the Vsystem product [12].
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